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Abstract
Introduction In recent years, the possibility of adapting radiotherapy to changes in biological tissue

parameters has emerged. It is hypothesized that early identification of radio-resistant parts of the tumor
during treatment provides the possibility to adjust the radiotherapy treatment plan to improve outcome.
The aim of this systematic literature review was to evaluate the current state of the art of biological PETguided adaptive radiotherapy, focusing on dose escalation to radio-resistant tumor.

Evidence acquisition

A structured literature search was done to select clinical trials including
patients with head and neck cancer of the oral cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx or larynx, with a PET
performed during treatment used to develop biological adaptive radiotherapy by i) delineation of subvolumes suitable for adaptive re-planning, ii) in silico adaptive treatment planning or iii) treatment of
patients with PET based dose escalated adaptive radiotherapy.

Evidence synthesis

Nineteen articles were selected, 12 articles analyzing molecular imaging
signal during treatment and 7 articles focused on biological adaptive treatment planning, of which two
were clinical trials. Studied biological pathways include metabolism (FDG), hypoxia (MISO, FAZA and
HX4) and proliferation (FLT).

Conclusions In the development of biological dose adaptation in radiotherapy for head-neck tumors,
many aspects of the procedure remain ambiguous. Patient selection, tracer selection for detection of the
radio-resistant sub-volumes, timing of adaptive radiotherapy, workflow and treatment planning aspects
are discussed in a clinical context.
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Introduction
Current
image-guided
external
beam
radiotherapy can be delivered with high spatial
accuracy and steep dose gradients. Despite
this, the outcome of curative intent (chemo)
radiotherapy for head-neck cancer remains
suboptimal. After treatment of locally advanced
head and neck tumors with (chemo)radiotherapy,
loco-regional failure remains a major problem.1
In the search for better treatment outcomes,
adaptive radiotherapy has been explored to
improve accuracy and allow a more selective dose
delivery to tumor while sparing normal tissues.
For head and neck cancer, adaptive radiotherapy
has primarily been introduced to correct the
treatment plan for non-rigid anatomical changes.
These deformations can occur during the course
of treatment, both of target volumes and organs
at risk. Current setup correction protocols apply
only rigid translations, and treatment plans
based on pre-treatment imaging can therefore
deteriorate in the presence of non-rigid changes.
Castedot et al.2, 3 reported on volume and
positional changes as well as effect on dose
distribution of anatomical changes and adaptive
planning. They concluded that the gross tumor
volume shrinks during treatment with a mean
rate of 3.2% per day, and that adaptive IMRT was
feasible to improve dose distributions. However,
it has become clear that adaptive radiotherapy to
correct for anatomical deformations will only be
worth the effort in a subset of patients. In current
general clinical practice, adaptive radiotherapy for
anatomical changes is not routinely performed,
but is mainly applied when gross anatomical
changes are visualized on setup verification
images. Tools that allow better patient selection
are under development.4
There is increasing awareness that anatomical
changes are not the only alterations that may
occur in irradiated tissues. In recent years, the
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possibility of adapting radiotherapy to changes
in biological tissue parameters has emerged.
Biological aspects in the tumor can change
even more rapidly and dramatically compared
to volumetric changes.5 With biological
adaptive radiotherapy these changes are used
to discriminate between responders and nonresponders during treatment, with the aim to
adapt the treatment plan accordingly for example
by adjusting the radiotherapy dose. The aim of
this strategy is to enlarge the therapeutic ratio, by
improving loco-regional control with treatment
intensification in radio-resistant parts of the
tumor, or by decreasing side effects in responders
with treatment de-intensification. In this review
we will focus on treatment intensification in
radio-resistant parts of the tumor.
It is hypothesized that early identification of nonresponse or radio-resistant parts of the tumor
provides the possibility to adjust the radiotherapy
plan to improve outcome. Therefore, imaging
biomarkers are being selected that can predict
response early during treatment as well as identify
radio-resistant sub-volumes to guide treatment
intensification. Molecular imaging with positron
emission tomography (PET) is a promising
technique to provide such image biomarkers, it
is suitable for both quantitative imaging as well
as determination of spatial distribution with
different tracers. Potential applications include
imaging of metabolism, hypoxia or proliferation.
However, it is currently insufficiently clear which
biological parameters provide the most relevant
information, which patients will benefit most,
and how the results from imaging should lead to
treatment decisions.
The aim of this systematic literature review was to
evaluate the current state of the art of biological
PET-guided adaptive radiotherapy, focusing
on the assessment of metabolic changes during
treatment in the primary tumor and its impact on
dose escalation to radio-resistant tumor.
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Evidence acquisition
The Prisma-P 2015 checklist was used as
guideline.6 The structured literature search
was based on a PICO : the population were
head and neck cancer patients (mesh term),
two interventions were defined consisting of
radiotherapy and PET scan (mesh terms), no
comparison was defined, and the outcome was
plan adaptation defined with a list of keywords.
The PubMed library was searched for articles
published between January 1st, 2005 and January
19th, 2018. The search term used was: ((((head
and neck cancer)) AND ((Radiotherapy) OR
radiation)) AND ((“pet”) OR positron emission
tomography)) AND (((((((((((“adaptation”)
OR interim) OR early) OR replanning) OR replanning) OR repeat) OR “art“) OR adaptive)
OR re-delineation) OR delineation) OR subvolumes). Publications in a language other than
English and publications with non-humans were
excluded. The titles and abstracts of the search
results were reviewed, the full text of eligible
studies and of studies of unclear relevance were
obtained. Reviews, case-reports, editorials and
letters were excluded. Additional eligible studies
were identified by screening the reference list of
the studies found.
Selected publications were eligible if they met
the following criteria: clinical trials including
patients with head and neck cancer of the oral
cavity, oropharynx, hypopharynx or larynx,
with a PET performed during treatment used to
develop biological adaptive radiotherapy by: 1)
delineation of sub-volumes suitable for adaptive
re-planning; 2) in-silico adaptive treatment
planning; or 3) treatment of patients with PET
based dose escalated adaptive radiotherapy.
Publications on the same patient population
were only considered if different information
was reported, otherwise the publication closest
to our search criteria was chosen. Data collection
of selected articles was done on standardized

forms. Data abstracted included demographic
information, methodology, intervention details,
publication results and conclusions. A systematic
narrative synthesis will be provided with
information presented in the text and tables to
summarize and explain the characteristics and
findings of the included studies.

Evidence synthesis
The PubMed search strategy resulted in 498
publications. Thirty-four non-English-language
publications were excluded, and in addition
48 non-human publications were excluded.
This resulted in 416 publications of which the
title and abstract were reviewed. Twenty-six
articles fulfilled all eligibility criteria. Of these,
8 were excluded because they reported on
the same patient population.2, 3, 7-12 One article
was manually included after being found in
references of evaluated papers.13 In total,
19 articles were selected. Table I describes
12 articles analyzing molecular imaging
signal during treatment,13-24 whereas Table 2
summarizes seven articles focused on biological
adaptive treatment planning.25-31
Of the articles described in Table 1,13-24 three
reported on 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
PET, one on 18F-fluorothymidine (FLT)
PET and eight on hypoxia-PET including
18
F-misonidazole (MISO), 18F-fluoroazomycin
arabinoside (FAZA) and 18F-Flortanidazole
(HX4) PET. Patient inclusion varied between six
and 50 patients. Most of the studies compared
an earlier time point to a later time point of
PET scanning during treatment, two articles
only evaluated an early time point and one only
performed a PET in week 4.13, 18, 23 The majority
of included patients had a stage III -IV squamous
cell carcinoma of the head and neck area, large
subsite heterogeneity exits. Included patients
were treated with curative intent, although
radiotherapy and chemotherapy schedules
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varied. All articles evaluated delineation of
biological target volume on molecular PET
imaging during treatment, five additionally
reported on correlation with prognosis.13, 18, 21,
22, 24
Different delineation methods were used:
an isocontour based on SUVmax 50% or 70%,14,
16
an adaptive weighted contour on SUVmean,15 a
tumor to muscle ratio with threshold of 1.4,13,
17, 23
1.5,19 or 1.93,20 a tumor to blood ratio
with threshold of 1.2 or 1.4,18, 22 and a peak
tumor to muscle ratio with threshold of 1.6.22
Furthermore, Arens et al.24 compared 4 different
delineation methods on FLT-PET to each other,
including an advanced automatic algorithm:
fuzzy locally adaptive Bayesian algorithm. Four
authors also commented on spatial stability of
consecutive PET scans.13, 19, 20, 23

Table 2 summarizes two articles reporting on a
clinical trial with implementation of biological
adaptive radiotherapy, and five publications
with in-silico planning of mid-treatment plan
adaptation based on molecular imaging.25-31
Patient inclusion varied between five and 21
patients. The majority of included patients had
a stage II-IV squamous cell carcinoma of the
head and neck area, again with large subsite
heterogeneity. Included patients were treated
with curative intent, although radiotherapy and
chemotherapy schedules varied. Most of the
studies performed PET imaging at least in the
second week and frequently also in the fourth
week during treatment. PET imaging was done
with FDG in 5 publications, with FLT and FAZA
both in one publication each. Registration of
PET images with the planning CT was done
with rigid registration in 3 studies and with
deformable registration in 4 studies, 2 authors
report a visual check and manual adjustment on
local anatomy if deemed necessary. Delineation
of the biological target volume was done based
on an isocontour of SUVmax or with a gradient
based segmentation method. Dose levels varied
between 69 Gy in 30 fractions to a maximum of
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86 Gy in 35 fractions and are described in Table 2.
PTV margins around the PET delineation varied
between 0 and 4 mm. Four trials used dose
painting by numbers (DPBN) and three trials
dose painting by contour (DPBC). Two authors
took new born voxels into account in treatment
planning.30, 31
The results of the structured literature search
were aggregated by subject/application.

Delineation of molecular imaging during
treatment was determined to be feasible in all
publications, especially early during treatment.
Towards the end of treatment, delineation
became increasingly difficult in metabolic and
hypoxia PET scans. All three studies evaluating
FDG uptake delineation during treatment showed
an initial reduction of the GTV, but an increase
in the later weeks during treatment.14-16 Due
to a progressive decrease of SUVmax and tumor
uptake during treatment, in combination with
peri-tumoral inflammation with an increase of
background SUV, the tumor to background ratio
decreased. The decrease in tumor to background
ratio prevented shrinkage of PET target volumes
with used delineation methods, making later
time points less suitable for biological adaptive
radiotherapy. Hypoxia was present in the
majority of patients on the baseline scan. During
treatment, re-oxygenation resulted in a decrease
of hypoxia volumes, Bittner et al.19 even reported
no residual hypoxia in week 5 in a series of
16 patients with hypoxia at baseline. The FLT
signal also decreased during treatment, however
delineation was possible in week 4 in the only
study reporting on FLT-uptake delineation during
treatment.24
Stability of molecular imaging during treatment
was assessed by several authors investigating
hypoxia-PET. Mortensen et al.13 showed that the
location of FAZA-uptake remained stable related
to baseline, although the volume decreased.
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Similar results were found by Zegers et al.23 for
HX4-uptake volumes. Servagi-Vernat et al.12, 30
reported a fluctuation of FAZA-uptake during
treatment with repeat imaging at the 7th and
17th fraction. At both time points, repeat PET
images showed newborn voxels in respectively
six and three of seven patients. Repeat MISO
in a series of 16 head and neck cancer patients
showed residual hypoxia in five of 16 patients
at week 2, these volumes were largely stable,
however, in three patients a dynamic component
was differentiated.19 Besides a moderate DICE
index of 62% and 58% at weeks 1 and 2 of
radiotherapy, respectively, Zschaek et al.20
reported also a considerable variation in the
position of the SUVmax between sequential MISO
scans.

Correlation of PET uptake and prognosis was
reported in 5 publications. Besides a correlation
between baseline hypoxia and disease-free
survival,13, 18, 21 recent reports show that hypoxia
at two weeks ought to be regarded as the main
driver of hypoxia associated therapy resistance.21,
22
In this line, Dirix et al.18 reported general
increase of hypoxia uptake during treatment
in a small subset of patients with a high risk
of disease recurrence. Similarly, a decrease in
proliferative volume from baseline to week 4
above the median correlated to better DF S in the
publication of Arens et al.24
In-silico biological adaptive treatment planning
was assessed to be feasible in all papers, although
two authors reported difficulties delineating the
biological target volume in later time points.28,
31
Geets et al.27 compared treatment planning
of high dose volumes based on anatomical
imaging to functional imaging. Resulting plans
reduced the irradiated volumes (15-40%)
compared to pretreatment CT planning, but did
marginally impact on doses to OAR . Others
tested dose escalation to the biological target
volume, while keeping the CT based high dose

volume to the standard high dose level, either
with dose painting by numbers (DPBN) or with
dose painting by contour (DPBC).28, 30, 31 All
three authors concluded that dose escalation
to small sub-volumes had little effect on OAR
doses. Berwouts et al.29 compared intensity
modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) to volumetric
arc radiotherapy (VMAT). Doses to most OAR
were significantly better in VMAT plans, while
target levels were similar for both type of plans.
On average, VMAT ipsilateral and contralateral
parotid mean doses were 14% (P=0.001) and
13% (P<0.001) lower, respectively. VMAT
significantly improved biologic conformity (by
2.1%) in dose painting by numbers as well as
delivery time (by 41%).

Biological adaptive dose escalation was
performed in two clinical trials which were
both performed in UZ Gent. However, they
differ in some aspects, such as fractionation,
dose escalation volume and registration
strategy (Table 2).25, 26 The main conclusion
of both trials is that they were feasible based
on the facts that all patients finished treatment
without delay and no grade 4 acute toxicity was
observed. The first trial had two dose levels
with seven and 14 patients, respectively, and
one adaptation time point at two weeks.25 In
dose level I, a dose escalation up to 81 Gy was
given to the entire high-dose CTV (GTV-PET
+ 1-1.5 cm margin), in dose level II , a dose
escalation up to 86 Gy was given to the GTVPET only, both with DPBN in 32 fractions. In
both dose levels, treatment adaptation in week
2 reduced the target volumes. Acute toxicity,
especially dysphagia, was less at dose level II ,
probably because the dose escalation volume in
level II (GTV) was much smaller than the dose
escalation volume in level I (CTV high dose).
However, at a latency of 4-10 months, six cases
of mucosal ulcers were reported of which five
in dose level II, these healed spontaneously in
four patients.9 Considering late mucosal ulcers
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as dose limiting toxicity, the maximum tolerated
dose of a median dose of 81 Gy in 32 fractions
was determined.9 In the second trial, 10 patients
were treated to a median dose level of 70.2
Gy, the dose was distributed between 60-85
Gy planned with DPBN, with two adaptation
steps at 2 and 4 weeks.26 Dose escalation was
performed on the biological target volume,
defined by 50% isocontour of SUVmax. Acute
grade 3 toxicity was limited to dysphagia in
three of 10 patients and mucositis in two of 10
patients; none of the patients lost >20% weight.
At a median follow-up of 13 months, nine
patients did not have evidence of disease. The
authors concluded that irradiation of smaller
target volumes might have contributed to mild
acute toxicity with no measurable decrease in
tumor response.

Discussion
The body of evidence for biological dose
adaptation in radiotherapy for head-neck tumors
is increasing, but many aspects of the procedure
remain ambiguous. This may explain differences
in published literature and contributes to
uncertainties in the optimal implementations in
clinical practice. We discuss these uncertainties in
clinical context.

Biological pathways

Several pathways can be used in molecular
imaging to select patients for adaptive
radiotherapy and detect radioresistant volumes.
In head and neck tumors these focus on detecting
areas with high metabolic turnover, proliferative
activity or hypoxic volumes.
F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) is a radiolabeled
glucose analogue taken up by metabolic active
cells. Uptake reflects multifactorial mechanisms
of increased metabolic activity and glucose
utilization, performed by the glucose transporters
and enzymes in the glycolytic pathway. This
18
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tracer is commonly used in head and neck cancer
patients, for instance for diagnosis, staging,
detection of occult tumors, to aid radiotherapy
delineations and assessment of treatment
response. With FDG-PET, regions with
higher tumor cell density more prone to local
recurrence can be detected. High uptake of FDG
has been reported a negative prognostic factor
with predictive value.32
Hypoxia has also been shown a negative
prognostic factor and an indicator of radioresistance.33 A meta-analysis evaluating the
relationship between hypoxia imaging and
outcome after radiation treatment demonstrated
a uniform tendency for poor response when
tumors were hypoxic.34 Hypoxia tracers
typically detect the presence of hypoxia when
pO2 drops below 10 mmHg,35 this exists in
approximately 60% of tumors.13, 36 Multiple PET
tracers have been developed for the detection
of hypoxia, mainly based on nitroimidazoles.
Nitroimidazoles are reduced under hypoxia
and become bound to cell components in
hypoxic cells only. The ideal hypoxia tracer has
complete clearance of unbound tracer at time
of imaging, thus only bound in oxygen deprived
tissues resulting in high signal to noise ratios.34
18
F-misonidazole (MISO) is the most commonly
used. Other hypoxia tracers reported on in
the development of adaptive radiotherapy in
head and neck cancer are 18F-fluoroazomycin
arabinoside (FAZA) and 18F-flortanidazole
(HX4).
F-fluorothymidine (FLT), is a PET tracer
exploiting the activity of the enzyme thymidine
kinase I as a measure of proliferative activity.
Thymidine kinase I increases with proliferation,
this results in increased phosphorylation
and intracellular entrapment of FLT. During
treatment the FLT signal decreases, mainly
because proliferation diminishes due to a rapid
reduction of tumor cell density. However, cells
18
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that survive can be triggered to repopulate more
effectively and this process of repopulation
can be an important cause of treatment failure.
Delivering a higher dose to the most actively
proliferating parts of the tumor early during
treatment might have an additive effect and
could further reduce the potential of the tumor
to recover through accelerated proliferation and
repopulation.31

Imaging for patient selection

Ideally, a standardized quantitative measurement
of a tracer that can distinguish between
subgroups with different prognosis to guide
patient selection should be determined, either
before treatment or early during treatment.
Interpretation and comparison of publications
on quantitative measurement of PET imaging
is hampered by heterogeneity in patient
population, scan protocols and reporting.

Interpretation of imaging
Different quantitative measurement parameters
are used in literature. In studies analyzing the
predictive value of FDG-PET, the maximum
standardized uptake value (SUV), an index
of glucose metabolism that equals the FDG
uptake in each pixel normalized by the injected
dose and body weight, is frequently used.32
It is used as an absolute value or as change
relative to baseline, but currently no absolute
threshold or ∆SUVmax has been established that
could guide treatment decisions. Other authors
recommend different parameters because the
measurement of the highest intensity in a single
voxel is susceptible to noise variance, resolution
and image reconstruction. Examples of other
parameters are SUVmean, metabolic tumor
volume (MTV) defined as the volume of tumor
tissue with increased FDG uptake, tumor lesion
glycolysis (TLG ) calculated by multiplying
MTV by mean SUV, or SUVpeak defined as the
metabolic activity in a 1 cm3 spherical volume
around the hottest area in the tumor.32, 37-39

Similarly, for the discrimination between
hypoxic and non-hypoxic tumors, varying
tumor-to-background methods and thresholds
are used. Consequently, hypoxic volumes highly
depend on the method used, a small change in
reference uptake in muscle or blood can lead
to considerable change in size of the hypoxic
volume.13, 40 Furthermore, the difference
between static and dynamic MISO-PET metrics
have been reported on by Grkovski et al.41 in a
series of 72 patients. Pharmacokinetic modelling
of MISO dynamic PET revealed a more detailed
characterization of the tumor microenvironment
than a single static image did, in addition to
tracer retention, the degree of perfusion of the
tumor can be visualized. Clinical applicability
of pharmacokinetic modelling remains to be
investigated before implementation in clinical
trials, while simple static PET imaging is easily
implemented in clinical trials, although with
a risk of under or over reporting of hypoxia
depending on the post injection image timing.
To facilitate standardization of scan protocols and
interpretation of results, international guidelines
are published such as the guidelines for tumor
PET imaging from the European Association of
Nuclear Medicine.42 However, harmonization
of scan protocols is complicated and has many
aspects: calibration of PET scanner, patient
preparation,
acquisition,
segmentation,
reconstruction algorithm and interpretation. On
top, reproducibility is reduced due to intrinsic
biological variability reflecting the dynamic
character of metabolic processes.

Patient selection tools
Despite these limitations, molecular imaging
is a promising tool to select patients who could
benefit from dose escalation. Patient selection
needs to be decided at the start of treatment
or early during treatment, based on available
prognostic and predictive information (Figure 1).
For all three pathways discussed above
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Tabel 1: Trials focusing on delineation of biological radio-resistant volumes mid-treatment.
Author, year,
Tracer Patient
Timing
Registration Delineation PET
n of patients
characteristics
adaptive
Hentschel
2009 14,
N=23

Moule
2011 15,
N=8

FDG

FDG

Stage III-IV,
oropharynx: 12,
oral cavity: 1,
hypopharynx: 10

week 1 or 2,
week 3 or 4,
week 5 or 6

not stated

Delineation of 50%
of SUVmax with
automatic algorithm

Stage III-IV,
oropharynx: 3,
hypopharynx: 1,
larynx: 3,
nasal cavity: 1

week 2
(10Gy),
week 5
(44Gy),
week 7
(66 Gy)

Rigid +
manual

adaptive iterative
algorithm weighted
according to
SUVmean.

Subesinghe
2015 16,
N=8

FDG

Stage III-IV,
oropharynx: 6,
hypopharynx: 1,
larynx: 1

week 3 (fx
11), week 5
(fx 21)

not stated

Adaptive
thresholding
technique
(Homburg
algorithm) 70% of
SUVmax isocontour

Mortensen
2012 13,
N=40

FAZA

Stage I-II: 8,
stage III-IV: 32,
oropharynx: 25,
hypopharynx: 3,
supraglottic: 9,
rhinopharynx: 3.

week 2
(n=13)

DIR

Tumor-tobackground (neck
muscle) ratio with
a threshold of 1.4,
inside GTV-CT

Bollineni
2014 17,
N=6

FAZA

Stage IV,
HNSCC, not
specified

week 1, 2
and 4

DIR

Tumor-tobackground (neck
muscle) ratio with
a threshold of 1.4,
inside GTV-CT
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Treatment

Results

Conclusions

Low D: 30/15fx +
29,4/21fx (BID) = 59.4Gy.
High D: 59.4 Gy +
12,6/9fx (BID) = 72 Gy (all
cisplatin-5FU weekly)

The median GTV-PET increased
at the end of RT, while the
median SUVmax decreased.

Therapy associated inflammation
might influence tumor to
background based delineation
algorithms, resulting in larger
adaptive volumes later in
treatment (± 50 Gy), not suitable
for adaptive dose escalation.

Low D: 44Gy/22fx,
High D: 66Gy/33fx.
(Some cisplatin)

There was no significant
reduction in target volumes
defined by the adaptive
threshold during radiotherapy.
SUVmax and SUVmean reduced
during treatment.

The adaptive threshold method
was not beneficial during
radiotherapy because the
software is not sensitive enough
to distinguish tumor from
background and define a volume.

Low D: not stated,
High D: 70Gy/35fx
(cisplatin 3 weekly or
Cetuximab weekly)

Comparing CT, MRI, DW-MRI,
DCE-MRI, PET. Mean anatomic
volumes were reduced by 30%
at fx 11 and 50% at fx 21. FDGPET showed an initial reduction
in 5/8 patients, but an increase
in 5/8 patients at fx 21.

Confounding peritumoral
inflammation and reducing
tumor to background ratio
resulted in difficulties in applying
automated segmentation
algorithms at the fifth week of
treatment.

Low D: not stated,
High D: 66-68Gy/3334fx, 1 patient: 76 Gy
hyperfractionated) (all
Nimorazole, 22 patients
cisplatin weekly)

FAZA PET showed hypoxia in 9
patients at baseline and 6 during
treatment. The location of the
hypoxic volume remained stable,
though the size decreased.
Baseline hypoxia was correlated
to DFS.

FAZA PET imaging is a suitable
assay with prognostic potential
for detection of hypoxia.

Chemoradiotherapy
according to institution
protocol

Most tumor voxels that were
hypoxic at baseline, showed
improved oxygenation status two
weeks after the start of treatment
and that remained unchanged
over the subsequent duration of
treatment.

FAZA-PET at week 2 is most
suitable and might provide
a more reliable basis for the
integration of FAZA information
into radiotherapy treatment
planning for hypoxia directed
dose escalation strategies.
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Dirix
2009 18,
N=15

MISO

Stage III-IV,
oropharynx: 6,
oral cavity: 1,
larynx: 5,
hypopharynx: 3

week 4

not stated

The hypoxic volume
was defined as the
pixels with a tissue
to blood MISO ratio
of 1.2 or more.

Bittner
2013 19,
N=16

MISO

Stage III/IV,
oropharynx: 7,
oral cavity: 1,
hypopharynx: 5,
laryngopharynx: 3

week 2 and 5

not stated

Maximum tumor to
mean background
(contralateral
tissue) values,
threshold of 1.5
was used as a cutoff

Zschaeck
2015 20,
N=12

MISO

Stage III-IV,
HNSCC, not
specified

week 1, 2
and 5

Rigid

Maximum tumor to
mean background
(neck muscle)
values, threshold of
1.93 was used as a
cutoff

Wiedenmann
2015 21,
N=16

MISO

week 2 and 5
Stage III-IV,
oropharynx: 7,
oral cavity: 1,
laryngopharynx: 3

not stated

Maximum tumor to
mean background
(blood) values,
threshold of 1.4
was used as a cutoff

Lock
2017 22,
N=50

MISO

Stage III/IV, not
specified

Rigid +
manual

Peak tumor (mean
SUV within 5x5x5
voxels of highest
activity) to mean
background
(muscle), threshold
of 1,6.
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Low D: 40Gy/20 fx
High D: 40Gy/20fx +
32/20fx (accelerated and
partly hyperfractionated)
(all cisplatin 3 weekly)

In the fourth week, little residual
hypoxia was left, the TBRmax
correlated to DFS, the hypoxic
volume at this time not (although
baseline hypoxic volume did
correlate to DFS).

Confirmation of the added value
of 18F-Fluoromisonidazole PET
for radiotherapy planning of
HNSCC.

Low D: not stated,
High D: 70Gy/35fx,
(all cisplatin 3 weekly)

Baseline hypoxia was present
in 16/16. 5/16 patients had
persistent hypoxia in week 2 of
treatment, both increased and
decreased hypoxic subvolumes
were observed with mostly
stable location. In week 5 no
hypoxia was detected.

Hypoxic volumes decreased
during treatment. The hypoxic
subvolumes showed mostly a
geographically relatively stable
conformation in patients with
hypoxia in week 2 of treatment.

Low D: 59.4Gy,
High D: 72Gy (accelerated
and hyperfractionated)
(cisplatin-5FU or mitomycin
C-5FU)

Consecutive MISO-PET positive
volumes could be classified as
moderately stable with DICE
conformity indices of 62% and
58% up to the second week of
treatment, with a DICE CI of
29% at week 5. Half of local
recurrences were located outside
the MISO volumes.

Substantial volumetric variation
during treatment was observed.
Selective dose painting to
hypoxic tumor subvolumes
requires adaptation during
treatment and sufficient margins.

Low D: not stated,
High D: 70Gy/35fx,
(cisplatin 3 weekly)

Hypoxic volume significantly
decreased during treatment.
TBRmax was correlated to local
recurrence free survival, the
difference being significant at
baseline and after 2 weeks.

The changes of hypoxia
assessed by PET during RCT
are significantly correlated with
outcome.

Low D: 59.4Gy,
High D: 72Gy (accelerated
and hyperfractionated)
(cisplatin-5FU or mitomycin
C-5FU)

Hypoxic volumes decreased
during treatment. The validation
cohort (25) confirmed results of
the exploration cohort (25) that
residual tumor hypoxia (Hypoxic
volume and TBRpeak) after one
and two weeks has prognostic
impact for LRC.

Hypoxia at two weeks ought to
be regarded as the main driver
of hypoxia associated therapy
resistance.
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Zegers
2016 23,
N=20

HX4

Stage: II-IV,
oropharynx: 7,
larynx : 8,
hypopharynx: 5

week 2 or 3

Rigid

Maximum tumor to
mean background
(muscle), threshold
of 1.4 was used as
cutoff

Arens
2014 24,
N=46

FLT

Stage II-IV, not
specified

week 2 and 4

Rigid

Visual, backgroundsubtracted relative
threshold level,
gradient based
method, fuzzy
locally adaptive
bayesian algorithm

n=number of patients, FDG=18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, FLT=18F-Fluorothymidine, MISO=18F-misonidazole, FAZA=18Ffluoroazomycin arabinoside, HX4=18F-flortanidazole, D=dose, fx=fraction, Gy=gray, BID=twice daily, DIR=deformable image
registration, TBR=tumor tot background, SUV=standard uptake value.

Tabel 2: Trials focusing on biological adaptive treatment planning and delivery.
Author, year, Tracer Patient
Timing
Registration /
Planned treatment
n of patients
characteristics adaptive
Delineation PET
Cinical trials implementing biological adaptive radiotherapy:
Duprez
2011 25,
N=21, (7
dose level
1, 14 dose
level 2)

FDG

week 2 (fx 8)
Stage II-IV,
oropharynx: 11,
oral cavity: 2,
hypopharynx: 4,
larynx: 4

Berwouts
2013 26,
N=10

FDG

Stage I-IV,
oropharynx: 5,
oral cavity: 1,
hypopharynx: 1,
larynx: 3
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week 2
(fx 8),
week 4
(fx 18)

Rigid / 50%
isocontour of
SUVmax.

Low D: 43.2/20 fx.
High D in 32 fx:
Dose level 1: 81 Gy,
Dose level 2: 86 Gy.
(9 patients platinum
based chemo)

DIR / 50%
isocontour of
SUVmax.

Low D: 40Gy/20fx,
High D: Median 70.2
Gy in 30fx (range 6085 Gy)
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Curative RT (10 cisplatin, 4
Cetuximab)

The hypoxic fraction
decreased during treatment,
in 2/20 patients > 1 cm3
during treatment, located
predominantly in baseline
volume

HX4 allows monitoring of
changes in hypoxia during
radiotherapy.

Low D: not stated,
High D: 68Gy/34fx,
(14 patients weekly
cisplatin)

Comparison of 4 delineation
methods. The fuzzy locally
adaptive bayesian algorithm
correlated best to the visual
delineation and was the most
robust segmentation method
during treatment. A decrease
in proliferative volume from
baseline to week 4 above the
median correlated to better DFS.

Fuzzy locally adaptive
bayesian algorithm may
potentially facilitate radiation
dose adaptation to changing
proliferative volumes.

Dose escalation

Results

Conclusions

fx 1-10: DPBN 2.16-3 Gy/
fx (level 1) or 2.5-3.5 Gy/
fx (level 2), fx 11-20: DPBN
2.5-3.5 Gy (both levels), fx
21-32: homogeen 2.16 Gy/
fx. Level I: boost to the entire
CTV high dose (= GTV-PET
+ 1-1.5 cm margin to CTV).
Level 2: boost to GTV-PET
only.

Treatment adaptation reduced
the target volumes. Because
the GTV was much smaller
than the CTV high dose,
further dose escalation at dose
level II resulted in less severe
toxicity than that observed at
dose level I.

Adaptive FDG PET based dose
painting by numbers is feasible.
Acute toxicity was less frequent
and severe, particularly severe
dysphagia, when the target for
dose-painting was smaller.

fx 1-10: DPBN 2-3.5 Gy/fx,
fx 11-20:DPBN 2-2.5 Gy, fx
21-30: 2-2.5 Gy/fx

Target volumes decreased
during treatment, smaller
volumes were irradiated in
adaptive plans, this might
have contributed to the mild
toxicity observed. The use of
deformable image registration
reduced re-delineation time.

Three phase adaptive FDG PET
based dose painting by numbers is
feasible. Anti-chronological dose
summation seems more robust
for target volumes, chronological
dose summation might be the best
choice for OAR as a starting point
for follow up.
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In silico planning studies:
Geets
2007 27,
N=10

FDG

Stage III-IV
orophayrnx: 1,
hypopharynx : 7,
larynx: 3

week 2
(14Gy),
week 3
(25Gy),
week 4
(35Gy),
week 5
(45Gy)

Rigid + manual /
Gradient based
segmentation
method using
the boundaries
of a ROI with the
gradient intensity
crest in the
image.

Low D: 55,5Gy/30fx,
High D: 69/30fx
(Carbo-5FU 3
weekly)

Differding
2016 28,
N=5

FDG

Stage III-IV, all
oropharynx

week 1, 2
and 3

DIR + manual /
Gradient based
segmentation
method using
the boundaries
of a ROI with the
gradient intensity
crest in the
image.

Low D: 50Gy/25fx,
High D: 70Gy/35fx
(4 patients carbo-5FU
3 weekly, 1 patient
Cetuximab weekly)

Berwouts
2016 29,
N=10

FDG

Stage II-IV,
oropharynx: 6,
hypopharynx: 2,
larynx: 2

week 2
(fx 8),
week 4
(fx 18)

DIR / 50%
isocontour of
SUVmax.

Low D: 40Gy/20fx,
High D: 30fx: range
64-82 Gy

ServagiVernat
2015 30,
N=12

FAZA Stage II-IV,
location not
stated

week 2
(fx 7),
week 4
(fx 17)

DIR /
Gradient based
segmentation
method using
SUVmean of
background
+ 3 standard
deviations as
cuttoff, inside
GTV defined on
CT

Low D: 56Gy/34fx,
High D: 70/35fx (10
patients carbo-5FU
3 weekly, 2 patients
Cetuximab weekly)
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GTV-PET + 5 mm to CTVPET with adjustment to air.
PTV-PET was prescribed
69Gy/30fx. (DPBC).

FDG-PET based GTVs
segmented per-treatment were
significantly smaller compared
to anatomical imaging
modalities, without any
difference existing between
static and dynamic acquisition.

Resulting plans reduced the
irradiated volumes (15-40%)
compared to pre-treatmentCT
planning, but did marginally
impact on doses to OAR. The
gradient based method is feasible.

PTV-PET: a non-uniform
boost dose from 70 to 86 Gy.
Approximation of voxelby-voxel prescription by
defining a number of nearly
equidistant sub-contours
inside the PTV-PET.
(DPBN).

GTV-PET segmentations were
performed successfully until
week 2, but failed in 2 patients
at week 3. Good OAR sparing
was achieved while keeping
high plan quality.

Adaptive FDG-PET based
escalated dose painting is feasible

fx 1-10: DPBN 2.2-3.1 Gy/
fx, fx 11-20: DPBN 2.23.1 Gy, fx 21-30: 2 Gy/fx.
Only a GTV volume <= 1,75
cm3 was allowed to receive
more than 2.9 per fraction.
Comparing IMRT with
VMAT. (DPBN).

Doses to most OAR were
significantly better in VMAT
plans, while target levels were
similar. VMAT significantly
improved biologic conformity
in dose painting by numbers.

Implementation of VMAT can
significantly improve biologic
conformity as compared to IMRT
in adaptive dose-escalated dose
painting by numbers. The better
OAR sparing and faster delivery
highly improved the treatment
efficiency.

Baseline PET-PTV: 86 Gy
(7fx), New born fx7 voxels:
89,25 Gy (10 fx), New born
fx 17: 101,15 Gy (18 fx):
median dose in planning so
that each hypoxic volume
gets a median dose of 86 Gy.
(DPBC).

8/12 patients had uptake in
primary tumor. New born
voxels during treatment
presented 20-90% of the
total hypoxic volume. The
average dose in the PTV-PET
matched the prescribed dose
within 2% without substantial
modification of dose to organs
at risk.

From a planning point of view,
FAZA-PET guided dose adaptive
escalation is feasible without
substantial dose increase to
normal tissues above tolerance
limits.
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Troost
2010 31,
N=10

FLT

Stage II-IV
oropharynx

week 2 and 4

Rigid / 80%
isocontour of
SUVmax within
the GTV defined
on CT

Low D: 50,3Gy/34fx,
High D: 68Gy/34fx
(2 patients cisplatin
weekly).

n=number of patients, FDG=18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, FLT=18F-fluorothymidine, MISO=18F-misonidazole, FAZA=18Ffluoroazomycin arabinoside, HX4=18F-flortanidazole, D=dose, fx=fraction, Gy=gray, DIR=deformable image registration,
TBR=tumor tot background, SUV=standard uptake value, DPBC=dose painting by contours, DPBN: dose painting by numbers.

Figure 1: Example of multimodal anatomical and functional imaging pre-treatment and in week 2
of chemoradiotherapy with CT, MRI (T1 gradient echo with contrast), FDG-PET and HX4-PET in a base
of tongue tumor. All imaging was done in treatment position. Anatomical imaging was approximately
stable, FDG activity showed partial response and HX4 uptake showed complete response in week 2
of treatment.
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GTV80% baseline scan
received fx of 2.3 week
1-2, GTV80% week 2 scan
received fx of 2.3 in week
3-4. Total dose overlap
volume GTV80% 74 Gy,
totale dose GTV80% which
do not overlap receive
71Gy. (proof of concept in 1
patient). (DPBC).

During treatment, segmenting
the tumor was increasingly
difficult, especially at the
4th week. GTV80% was
successfully identified at
baseline and in the 2nd
week, a dose escalation plan
was technically feasible and
affected neither the dose in
elective/primary tumor nor
OAR dose

(metabolism, proliferation and hypoxia),
reports on prognostic or predictive value have
been published.
Initial reports found a prognostic value of pretreatment FDG uptake with outcome, recent
literature however, suggests that measurement
during the course of therapy may be of higher
prognostic relevance than baseline imaging.39
Min et al.39 evaluated the predictive value of
SUVmax, MTV, and TLG of both pretreatment PET
and interim PET in a series of 100 head and neck
cancer patients. They found TLG of the interim
PET to be the most predictive factor, it represents
both volumetric and metabolic information of a
tumor. The hazards ratios for disease free survival
for patients above and below the optimal cutoff
were respectively: 3.2 for SUVmax (P=0.014), 3.0
for MTV (P=0.013) and 4.7 for TLG (P=0.002).
Furthermore, they showed that the combination
of pretreatment PET and interim PET improved
the predictive value compared to the use of
either alone. Garibaldi et al.32 summarized the
results of 12 studies investigating the predictive
power of an interim FDG-PET for response after
treatment. The majority of these studies reported
a predictive correlation suggesting FDG-PET

FLT is a promising PET tracer for
imaging tumor cell proliferation
and is suitable for early response.
Later in treatment, assessment
due to decrease of signal to
background ratio and proliferative
activity in the tonsillar tissue
becomes difficult.

suitable to adjust the treatment strategy based on
early assessment during treatment.
Hypoxia on PET before treatment has been
shown to be associated with prognosis. A recent
review found that the failure probability is 4.2
times higher than in the case of non-hypoxic
patients,43 a similar value to the one obtained by
Horsman et al.34 Also for hypoxia, measurement
of response early during treatment was analyzed.
Lock et al.22 evaluated re-oxygenation during the
course of therapy compared to baseline hypoxia
imaging in an exploration cohort and a validation
cohort both consisting of 25 patients. Instead of
a fixed cutoff value, the pretreatment MISO-PET
of each individual patient served as intra-patient
control to calculate the residual hypoxia volume
at week 1, 2, and 5. A significant decrease in
loco-regional control for tumors with residual
hypoxia could be shown in the exploration cohort
and successfully validated in the validation cohort,
the strongest predictive value was found during
the second week of treatment. The application
of relative residual hypoxia is advantageous to
absolute values, in particular for the stratification
of patients in a prospective multicenter
interventional study, where referral and inclusion
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characteristics of patients as well as technical PET
parameters and methods for evaluation of images
might significantly differ between centers.22
Similarly, a change in FLT uptake was shown
to be an indicator for long-term outcome.24, 44,
45
Kishino et al.44 analyzed a series of 28 head
and neck cancer patients. They evaluated 54
lesions with FLT-PET before treatment and
in week 4 during treatment. During RT, FLT
accumulation disappeared in 34 of 54 lesions,
the negative predictive value was 97% with an
overall accuracy of 74%. Comparison to FDGPET showed a significant higher accuracy for FLT
(74% versus 30%). Hoshikawa et al.46 compared
FDG to FLT-PET in 30 patients. They found that
the change in FLT uptake may reflect earlier
therapeutic responses than that of FDG , but FLT
is less discriminative in later phases of treatment.
Hoeben et al.45 also found a correlation with
outcome of decrease in FLT signal in the 2nd and
4th week of treatment compared to baseline in a
series of 48 patients.
Apart from molecular imaging, patient selection
methods can be based on tumor characteristics
correlated to a worse prognosis. For instance,
patients with locally advanced head and neck
tumors could be considered. Tumor volume is a
surrogate marker for the number of cancer stem
cells correlating to the radiation dose needed.47
Furthermore, both Chirla et al.43 and Mortensen
et al.13 found that more patients with T3-4
tumors had hypoxia compared to T1-2, although
tumor stage not always reflects radio-resistance.
Biomarkers identified in tumor biopsies can
facilitate patient stratification. HPV is such a
biomarker, HPV negative patients have a worse
prognosis compared to HPV positive patients.48
However, single factors might be insufficient, for
instance, the risk of death significantly increased
with each additional pack-year of tobacco
smoking in the RTOG 0129 trial. Using recursive
partitioning analysis, Ang et al.48 classified their
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patients as having a low, intermediate, or high
risk of death on the basis of four factors: HPV
status, pack-years of tobacco smoking, tumor
stage, and nodal stage. Mortensen et al.13 showed
that hypoxic tumors also exist in the HPV positive
group and these patients might have a different
prognosis. Hypoxia can be detected with other
methods besides PET imaging. Intratumor
pO2 measurement with needles is largely
abandoned because it is an invasive procedure.
Hypoxia regulated genes in biopsies can be
assessed, although heterogeneously distributed
hypoxia within the tumor volume has a risk of
sampling errors.49 The choice of possible patient
selection tools is wide, and their validity should
be determined in multi-institutional studies
establishing the value of biological adaptive dose
escalation.

Tracer selection for detection of
radio-resistant volumes

Another question is: which tracer is most
appropriate to detect radio-resistant volumes on
the one hand, and is easy to implement for doseescalation on the other hand? Direct comparison
of tracers is hampered due to heterogeneity in
uptake, differences in tumor or animal models,
different time points of imaging and varying
anesthesia in animal models,50 on top of the
technical reproducibility aspects mentioned
above.

Imaging characteristics and reproducibility
Key issues to detect radio-resistant volumes
are tumor to background ratio (TBR) and
reproducibility of spatial distribution. Biological
adaptive radiotherapy depends on a clear TBR
for accurate delineation of radio-resistant
sub-volumes and a high reproducibility of the
metabolic signal to reliably perform dose painting
by numbers or by contour.
Metabolic PET imaging is always performed
with FDG . The reproducibility of FDG-PET
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imaging is in generally good. Rasmussen et al.51
evaluated the impact of day to day variability on
the treatment plan and tumor control probability.
In a series of 24 patients scanned twice before
treatment, three days apart, they found a median
mismatch of 14% (1.7 cm3) with a median
difference in dose to the FDG planning target
volume of 0.3 Gy corresponding to a change in
TCP<0.2%. They concluded that FDG PET target
volumes were stable and day to day variability
had no relevant impact on dose distribution and
expected tumor control in dose painting plans.
The tumor to background ratio in FDG-PET
images is generally higher than with tracers for
hypoxia or proliferation imaging. During treat
ment however, the TBR can decrease due to
response of the tumor in combination with a
potential signal increase of the background due
to inflammation.
The tumor to background ratio in hypoxia
imaging depends on several factors. First, due
to the relative large PET voxel size and high
spatial variability in presence of hypoxia in tissue,
each PET voxel represents a spatial average of
the hypoxia signal in the corresponding tissue,
thus diluting the PET signal. Secondly, the
accumulation of tracer depends on the degree
of perfusion, for instance, necrotic tissue will not
accumulate any tracer. Furthermore, in hypoxia
imaging, the slow binding of tracer in hypoxic
cells and slow clearance of unbound tracer
from the circulation can limit image contrast
and decrease reliability of threshold-based
quantification with TBR. The first generation
nitroimidazole tracer MISO has a slow clearance
of unbound tracer, therefore the alternative
FAZA and HX4 tracers were developed. Several
authors compared TBR of tracers under standard
conditions. Carlin et al.52 compared four different
hypoxia tracers (MISO, HX4, FAZA and 62Cudiacetyl-bis N4-methylthiosemicarbazone (CuATSM)) in the same animal xenograft model,
all PET images were acquired 80-90 minutes

post-injection. MISO and HX4 demonstrated
similar tumor uptake, with a slightly higher renal
clearance distribution observed for HX4. FAZA
demonstrated the lowest tumor uptake and
lowest background. A similar comparison was
done by Peeters et al.,53 but they evaluated the
optimal imaging time point post-injection (p.i.)
and highest TBR. TBR was stabilized and maximal
at 2 hours p.i. for FAZA and at 3 hours p.i. for HX4,
whereas MISO showed a constant increasing
TBR up to 6 hours p.i. due to a significant lower
clearance from normal tissues. Differences in
tumor uptake resulted in significantly higher
TBR for HX4 and MISO compared to FAZA. In
a simulation study by Wack et al.,54 3 hypoxia
tracers were compared based on their respective
physical and chemical properties. The highest
clearance and image contrast was observed
for HX4. As discussed in point 1 of the results,
the hypoxia signal decreases rapidly during the
early phase of radiotherapy both in intensity and
volume, indicating reoxygenation. In contrast,
FDG uptake declines more gradually, indicating
a tumoricidal effect over the entire course of
treatment.55
Tumor hypoxia is a dynamic process due to
unstable and poorly regulated tumor vasculature
originating in a tumor microenvironment with
complex structural and functional interactions.56
Hence, reproducibility of hypoxic volumes can
be varying, both at baseline as well as during
treatment. This is related to differences in dynamic
blood flow, as a result of periodic episodes of
opening and closing of blood vessels, changing
tumor microenvironment and/or treatment.17
Reports on baseline day-to-day reproducibility
are conflicting. Peeters et al.53 compared the
spatial stability of FDG , MISO, FAZA, and HX4
in a rat model within a 48-hour interval. Voxel to
voxel comparison and dice similarity coefficient
calculations on the 30% highest uptake volume
was high for all tracers except for FAZA. Recently,
Okamoto et al.57 showed high reproducibility of
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repeated pre-therapeutic MISO scans in a series
of 11 patients. Busk et al.58 reported a strong
voxel to voxel correlation of repeated FAZA
imaging 24 hours apart in tumor bearing mice.
Zegers et al.59 reported a significant correlation
of HX4 uptake on scans 2 days apart in ten
patients. The voxel-wise analysis of the spatial
uptake pattern within the tumors provided an
average correlation of 0.63±0.16, most patients
showed a moderate to good correlation, although
in two patients the correlation was poor with
correlation coefficients of respectively 0.38 and
0.39. Analyses of pretreatment MISO uptake
three days apart in a series of 13 patients only
showed good reproducibility of hypoxic volumes
in approximately 50% of patients and this may
severely compromise the efficacy of hypoxic dose
painting.60, 61 Similarly, conflicting results were
reported in comparing baseline to mid-treatment
hypoxia imaging.
Literature reporting on FLT-PET characteristics
and reproducibility is scarce. Troost et al.31
reported on a series of oropharynx patients with
FLT-PET before treatment, in week 2 and week 4
of treatment. They found a decrease in maximal
SUV during treatment resulting in an increased
difficulty delineating the GTV, especially in
the presence of proliferative activity in nearby
tonsillar tissue. Yang et al.62 showed that the
decrease of FLT SUV precedes FDG uptake
in tumor cell lines, suggesting that decreased
cell proliferation precedes changes in glucose
metabolism. Kishino et al.44 compared the visual
signal of mid-treatment FDG-PET to FLT-PET
in 28 patients. During RT, FLT uptake decreased
more significantly than FDG uptake, i.e. complete
signal loss was observed in respectively 63%
versus 16% of lesions.
On the basis of these findings, the TBR of all
tracers decrease during treatment. The TBR of
FDG is likely the most stable and reproducible. Of
the hypoxia tracers, HX4 is the most promising
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with a high clearance and TBR, although
literature on reproducibility of hypoxia signals is
conflicting and the stability of HX4 needs to be
assessed. Both hypoxia and proliferation imaging
are expected to assess the therapeutic response
earlier than FDG-PET, but comparative data is
scarce.

Correlation of imaging and recurrence
Different imaging risk factors investigated to
select dose escalation sub-volumes have mostly
been investigated in isolation. However, single
imaging modalities are limited to imaging of only
one aspect of tumor biology and knowledge about
the spatial correlation to other imaging modalities
is limited.5 Correlation studies between hypoxia
and metabolism show that hypoxic volumes tend
to be smaller than FDG positive volumes and
overlap is only partial,18, 23, 63, 64 which suggests
that they provide complimentary information.
Mönnich et al.65 compared pretreatment FDGPET volumes to pretreatment static and dynamic
MISO volumes in a series of 25 patients. They
concluded that hypoxic sub-volumes from
static PET imaging are typically covered by the
FDG-PET volume or in close proximity (mean
coverage 74%, mean distance to agreement
of non-overlapping voxels 1.4 mm). Coverage
of sub-volumes from dynamic MISO-PET was
less pronounced (mean coverage 48%, mean
distance to agreement of non-overlapping voxels
of 5.3 mm). Trials based on either hypoxia
or metabolism therefore are largely boosting
different targets.
When multiple biological parameters and PETtracers are available, the question on whether
recurrences are located at previously visualized
risk volumes could shed light on the optimal
choice. Mohamed et al.66 reported on the largest
series of pattern of failure analysis to FDG
PET volume in head and neck cancer patients.
They used a quality assured deformable image
registration methodology on recurrences in 47
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patients. Recurrences were located in the central
high dose region in 90% of patients, although
voxels with the highest FDG uptake are not
ineluctably the voxels of highest radio-resistance.
When correlated with the pre-treatment FDGPET, the majority of recurrences originated in an
area that would be covered by an additional 10 mm
margin on the volume of 50% of the maximum
FDG uptake. Dirix et al.18 analyzed the recurrence
pattern in 15 head and neck cancer patients
treated with concomitant chemoradiotherapy
with pretreatment FDG and MISO-PET. In
seven patients, disease recurred. All recurrences
were within the FDG avid regions, however,
three recurrences mapped outside the hypoxic
region identified with MISO-PET. Zschaeck et
al.20 reported on the pattern of recurrence in 6
patients with pre- and per-treatment MISO-PET
imaging. Only three of the six recurrences were
located in the region of the hypoxic sub-volume.
Different results were reported by Boeke et al.67
They found that, although the recurrent GTV was
much larger than the initial hypoxic volume, a
significant fraction of the pretherapeutic hypoxic
sub-volumes was contained in the recurrent
GTV with a median of 40% for static metrics
and 48% for dynamic metrics. In two out of
nine patients only a small overlap was observed.
However, analysis of recurrence patterns is
complex and bears uncertainties. For instance,
the definition and delineation of radio-resistant
volumes has not been standardized and shows
substantial observer variation. Furthermore, to
precisely pinpoint the origin of a recurrence is
challenging. Reasons being: 1) recurrences are
frequently large at the time of detection making
the exact origin difficult to determine, some
studies assume an isovolumetric expansion of
the recurrence from the center of mass to localize
the origin which may not be true in reality;
2) the relatively large voxel size of PET could
prevent detection of small hypoxic regions; and
3) anatomical deformations, including posture
change, between the pre-treatment imaging

and imaging at the time of recurrence hamper
image registration and introduce uncertainty.
Nevertheless, analyses correlating patterns of
failure with pre-treatment imaging suggest that
FDG is more reliable to determine the radioresistant volume, although hypoxia imaging
will provide independent and complementary
information.
From a practical point of view, none of the
tracers used to detect hypoxia or proliferation
are widely used in routine clinical practice for
head and neck cancer patients. FDG on the
other hand is implemented in different aspects
of the treatment already and therefore an easy
accessible instrument to guide dose escalation.

Adaptive radiotherapy concept

The concept of adaptive radiotherapy relies on
adequate delineation of target volumes and high
precision radiotherapy with steep dose gradients.
With adaptive radiotherapy, the target volume
delineations and treatment plan are adjusted midtreatment in response to anatomical or biological
changes.

Dose escalation
The strategy of focal dose escalation has been
developed to improve the therapeutic ratio by
enhancing locoregional tumor control while
maintaining similar toxicity rates. Whether
dose escalation strategies indeed are capable of
significantly improving outcomes has not been
proven yet. The group of Gent reported on the
long-term outcome of FDG-PET guided dose
painting for treatment of head and neck cancer in
comparison to conventional IMRT in a matched
case-control study.68 They included 41 patients
from a trial with upfront simultaneous integrated
boost with DPBC on the pre-treatment FDGPET volume,69 furthermore they included 31
patients from the two DPBN trials adapting to
per-treatment changes, discussed in Table 2 and
in the results.25, 26 These patients were matched
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on tumor site and T classification with 72 control
patients. The five-year local control rate in
the dose-painting patients was 82.3% against
73.6% in the control group (P=0.36). There
was no difference in regional and distant control,
also overall survival was similar. Patients in the
dose painting by contours group had increased
rates of acute and late dysphagia. However, in
the 2 adaptive trials, higher local control and less
toxicity was observed, although late mucosal
ulcers were reported especially in the highest
dose treatment arm as discussed above. In the
most recent published trial, the three-phase
adaptive dose painting trial by Berwouts et al.,26
nine out of 10 patients did not have evidence
of disease after a median follow-up of 3 years.
Also, no grade 4 toxicity was observed, and all
patients could finish treatment without delay.
They concluded that the volume and intensity of
dose escalation should be further tailored.
Several dose escalation studies are ongoing at the
moment, a Clinicaltrial.gov search showed seven
ongoing trials.70-76 Four of these trials perform
dose escalation on pre-treatment imaging, either
on FDG-PET, MISO-PET or DCE-MRI, the
required number of patients ranging from 80 until
270 patients.70, 71, 73, 75 An example using FDGPET is the ARTFORCE trial (NCT01504815),
a phase III randomized trial of 268 patients,
comparing conventional radiotherapy to dose
redistributed radiotherapy based on pretreatment FDG-PET with dose painting between
64 and 84 Gy with a mean of 77 Gy in the
primary tumor volume.70 Dose escalation on pretreatment MISO-PET is performed in a phase II
trial from the Tuebingen University in Tuebingen
(NCT02352792). Welz et al.71 reported on a
planned interim analysis of the initial 25 patients
included in this trial. First data suggest that dose
escalation of 77 Gy to hypoxic volumes is feasible
without excess of toxicity. The three other
ongoing dose escalation trials implement adaptive
radiotherapy with FDG-PET into the treatment
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scheme, the required number of patients ranging
from 10-100 patients.72, 74, 76 The largest of
these trials is from the university hospital of Gent
(NCT01341535), aiming to accrue 100 patients
treated with biological adaptive radiotherapy.72
More recently, a feasibility trial started in the NKIAVL, Amsterdam (Admire, NCT03376386) to
evaluate acute toxicity and time to implement
adaptive treatment plans with dose escalation
between 74 until 78 Gy depending on FDG-PET
response in 20 patients.76
Coming years, results of the ongoing clinical trials
will provide more insight in the value and toxicity
of dose escalation in locally advanced head and
neck cancer. Based on the available literature,
it seems likely that focal dose escalation to
biological tumor changes during treatment could
improve the expected therapeutic gain further by
reducing high dose volumes compared to pretreatment biological volumes, thereby preventing
an increase of toxicity.

Timing
The optimal timing to implement an interim
PET scan for biological adaptive radiotherapy
is yet to be determined, although most authors
recommend the second week of treatment. At
this time point, response to treatment can be
assessed while therapy-associated inflammation
of the mucosal tissue surrounding the tumor
is still limited allowing accurate delineation on
FDG-PET.14, 32 In hypoxia imaging, it has become
clear which parts of the tumor stay hypoxic to
provide a reliable basis for treatment planning.8, 17,
19
Furthermore, this time point provides sufficient
time to adjust the treatment plan.32
In one of the clinical trials,26 a second adaptive
timepoint was implemented in the fourth week
of treatment. In this trial, a sufficient high FDG
signal enabled dose painting by numbers in
the GTV, based on the 50% isocontour of the
SUVmax, in 29 of 30 treatment phases in 10
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patients. However, they did report that mucosal
inflammatory reaction became an increasing
confounding factor in the interpretation of the
voxel-intensity of the FDG-PET signal, which
reduces the applicability.68 Other authors also
found difficulties segmenting FDG-PET signals
in the 4th and 5th week of treatment (Table I),
primarily because of a decrease in tumor to
background ratio. At this time, current software
is not always sensitive enough to distinguish
tumor from background and define an accurate
volume, this could result in larger boost
volumes.14-16 On the other hand, hypoxic signals
decrease during radiotherapy and can disappear
in the second half of treatment, several authors
reported little or no hypoxia left at the 4th or 5th
week of treatment.18-20 Also FLT-PET signals
are weak around the 4th week of treatment
due to decrease of signal to background ratio,
interpretation can be more difficult in the
proximity of proliferative tissue, such as the
tonsillar area.31

Workflow

Implementation of adaptive radiotherapy requires
a dedicated workflow for image registration, redelineation, re-planning and dose summation.

Image registration
In the early days of implementation of adaptive
radiotherapy, registration of repeat imaging was
done with rigid algorithms.25 A limitation of rigid
registration using bony anatomy is that it does
not take volume or shape changes of soft tissue
into account, thereby introducing uncertainties
in contour propagation and dose summation.
More recently, deformable image registration
algorithms are implemented to improve
propagation of the target volumes from one
image set to another.26 It reduces the workload of
re-delineation by a factor 3. Involvement of the
radiation oncologist in inspection and editing of
deformed regions of interest remains necessary,
especially for target volumes located in soft

tissue without clear anatomical borders to guide
contour propagation. Editing contours however,
will destroy the unique voxel-correspondence
between the region of interest in the source
image and its deformed counterpart in the
destination image, thereby creating newborn
voxels by enlarging the deformed contour or
orphan voxels when decreasing the deformed
contour.26 Whenever deformed regions of
interest are adjusted, choices must be made for
dose summation, i.e. inclusion or exclusion of
newborn or orphan voxels will result in different
values.

Delineation methods
In the implementation of functional imaging
techniques in adaptive radiotherapy, delineation
of the radio-resistant sub-volumes during
treatment is a challenge. First of all, the spatial
resolution of current generation PET systems is
limited to 4-5 mm in the center of the field of view,
which results in partial volume effects. In addition,
due to the statistical nature of the PET acquisition,
images are affected by a significant level of noise.
Proposed delineation methods include: 1)
manual delineation, 2) threshold methods: fixed
or adaptive using tumor to background ratio,
and 3) advanced automatic algorithms. Manual
delineation, based on visual contrast between
the tumor and surrounding tissue, is unreliable,
especially since window level settings are
subjective and not standardized, resulting in high
inter and intra observer variability.77 The most
commonly used method is a threshold method
based on the SUVmax, i.e. 50% isocontour.
Threshold methods are easy to use; however, they
are sensitive to contrast variations as well as to
noise.78 They may also result in volumes complex
in shape or heterogeneous distribution of subvolumes, limiting clinical use.79 The threshold
can be fixed based on the SUV value or relative
to the background. Threshold methods are used
both in FDG al well as in hypoxia PET imaging.
Quantification of hypoxia is generally based on
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late-time static scans by normalization to a nonhypoxic tissue, i.e. image derived muscle value
or blood sample. A threshold is determined of
the TBR above which tumor tissue is considered
to be hypoxic. This normalization is generally
performed by dividing the SUVmax in the tumor by
the SUVmean in reference tissue and is dependent
on the reliable estimation of tracer concentration
in the reference tissue.12, 58 An individualized
threshold method is more sensitive than the use
of a fixed threshold, however, it is quite difficult
to appreciate the influence of the definition of a
hypoxic voxel on the results reported in biological
adaptive RT studies.58
Several authors showed that advanced imaging
algorithms provide better delineations than
threshold methods. Arens et al.24 showed that
a fuzzy locally adaptive Bayesian algorithm
proved to be the best performing method for
segmentation of residual FLT uptake on repeat
imaging. This algorithm is based on computing
the probability that each voxel belongs to a given
class (i.e. tumor or background) by taking into
account the intensity with respect to the statistical
distribution of the voxel in the various regions
of the image, as well as spatial correlation with
neighboring voxels, it has a low sensitivity to
noise. Le Maitre et al.80 evaluated the accuracy
of four different segmentation methods by
comparing the effect of segmentation errors
on the dosimetry with simulated PET images
and IMRT treatment plans. They found that
although for homogeneous PET uptakes, simple
threshold-based methods may be sufficient
to provide accurate PET GTV delineation for
treatment planning. For heterogeneous uptake
volumes or small volumes with low tumor to
background ratio, the use of advanced imaging
segmentation methods prevented dosimetry
errors. Similarly, Schinagl et al.79 concluded that
an adaptive threshold based on the signal to
noise ratio is the preferred method compared to
visual or threshold-based delineation because it
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uses a threshold adapted to the individual patient
and does not depend on observer variability.
Another example of an advanced algorithm is
the gradient-based method used by Geets et
al.81 This method associates the boundaries of
an object of interest with the gradient intensity
crests observed in the image, it was validated for
FDG against phantom images. Especially during
treatment, with decreasing signal to noise ratio
and tumor uptake approaching the background
level, advanced algorithms can aid delineation
accuracy of residual uptake.

Treatment planning

Several in-silico planning studies have shown
that adaptive biological targeted radiotherapy
is a feasible planning technique, both based
on metabolism, hypoxia, or proliferation. In
biological adaptive treatment planning several
choices have to be made. First of all, the dose
escalation volume should be determined, this can
either be the entire primary tumor in the presence
of radio-resistance or only the radio-resistant subvolume. Authors advocating the first approach,
believe that the presence of radio-resistance
reflects an overall more resistant phenotype.22,
82
Moreover, due to the large voxel size of PET
scanners, smaller hypoxic fractions can “hide” in
non-hypoxic voxels and the intensity of any PET
image voxel likely reflects the composite uptake
of a spectrum of microscopic regions ranging
from well-perfused to hypoxic.58, 61 On the other
hand, toxicity of dose escalation is related to
the irradiated volume. Duprez et al.25 reported
a trend toward more frequent development of
acute grade 3 toxicity at the lower dose level to
81 Gy to a larger volume compared to the higher
dose level of 86 Gy to a smaller volume. It could
be that the gain in tumor control will be larger
with a focal dose escalation to a smaller radioresistant volume to allow a higher maximum
tolerated dose with equal toxicity.63 Neither
hypothesis has been proven and dose escalation
studies for both approaches are in progress.22,
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Secondly, the maximum dose level and dose
painting methodology should be chosen. Based
on the dose escalation studies published by
Madani et al.,9, 69 a median dose of 77.5-81 Gy to
the PET volume was feasible without an excess
of toxicity. A maximum dose around 84-86 Gy
to a small sub-volume has been advised in order
to avoid any late mucosal toxicity. As discussed
above, the achievable maximum dose depends
on the volume to be treated, but probably also
on the chosen planning methodology. The
dose distribution within the biological defined
contours can be homogenous (DPBC) or painted
by numbers (DPBN), the latter meaning that the
variation in tracer accumulation between voxels
is taken into account, more dose to voxels with
higher signal intensity. In the published clinical
trials,25, 26 a linear relationship between FDG
voxel intensity and dose objective was used.
Which planning methodology to choose brings
a lot of questions to mind to which we do not
know the answers yet. Does the intensity of the
PET images indeed correlate to outcome? And
maybe this is different depending on the chosen
pathway: metabolism, hypoxia or proliferation?
Is dose painting also possible in the event of
diffusely dispersed sub-volumes or small subvolumes? How does the maximum tolerated dose
differ between the two approaches assuming
equal toxicity? Intuitively, DPBN seems the most
promising strategy to increase the therapeutic
ratio, with this strategy the volume of the highest
dose in the radio-resistant tumor region can be
limited and the dose gradually decreased to other
parts of the GTV without increasing toxicity.
Another issue is dealing with non-congruent PET
uptake on repeat imaging during treatment. For
instance, should the radiation dose be changed in
voxels with appearing or disappearing PET signal
during treatment? Should the objective function
in later phases be adjusted to correct sub-optimal
dosimetrical results obtained in earlier phases?
Similarly, how to deal with orphan and new born
voxels when delineations are adjusted mid68

treatment? All these choices should be specified
in the dose report.
Consistent dose summation of an adaptive
radiotherapy course is essential for reporting
and evaluation of treatment outcome. The
vector map generated with deformable image
registration can be used to summate the dose.
Either to map all dose distributions back to
the original planning CT or to map the dose
distributions to the last repeat CT. The first
approach avoids the problem of partial shrinkage
or even disappearing of tissue during the course
of radiotherapy and seems most robust for dose
summation in target volumes. Chronological
dose summation, mapping the dose distributions
to the last repeat CT with deformed and adjusted
organs at risk, may be preferred for organs at risk
that shrink during treatment.26

Future perspectives

A key issue in the development of biological
adaptive radiotherapy is the selection of patients
who could benefit from this approach. Hypoxia
is one of the most important factors influencing
outcome and detection thereof is probably a key
component in predictive models.34 Such models
might be improved with the development of new
PET imaging biomarkers for hypoxia. Alternative
hypoxia tracers are a variety of 2-nitroimidazole
tracers such as F-FETIM, F-EF3, F-EF5,
I-IAZA, F-FRP170, or dithiosemicarbazopone
compounds such as Cu-ATSM.43 Also the
development of alternative ways to detect hypoxia
are promising. Recently, the concept of radiomics
is emerging as a predictive tool. Crispin-Ortuzar
et al.83 reported on a hypoxia radiomics signature
built from contrast-enhanced CT features and
FDG-PET. The AUC of performance in the
context of hypoxia-based patient stratification
was high (0.83) in the test dataset of 79 lesions.
Most likely, multi-factorial prediction models will
be developed, combining clinical, pathological
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and imaging information to determine individual
tumor
responsiveness
for
personalized
radiotherapy. The biomarker HPV is likely to
be included, but biomarkers of other pathways
could also be considered to select patients,
for instance epidermal growth factor receptor
(EGFR) expression. Epidermal growth factor
receptor (EGFR) results in cell proliferation after
extracellular binding to its natural ligands. High
expression of EGFR is a negative prognostic
factor which is associated with poor survival in
patients with HNSCC .84 EGFR expression can
be assessed immunohistochemically in paraffin
embedded tumor samples. In determining
the success rate of treatment, accessibility
of targeted drugs into the tumor could be
assessed with PET imaging. An example is the
measurement of Cetuximab uptake in the tumor
with a labeled Cetuximab PET scan, for instance
with a zirconium-89-Cetuximab-PET or an
yttrium-90-Cetuximab-PET.85, 86 Furthermore,
gene signatures are being developed and tested
for their predictive value. For instance, a Chung
high-risk expression profile and a negative HPV
expression profile were significantly associated
with increased risk of local recurrence after
chemoradiotherapy in advanced pharynx and
oral cavity tumors, independent of clinical
factors.87 Such gene expression profiles are
promising to add predictive value in multiparametric models to guide individualized
treatment approaches.
Besides the selection of the appropriate patient,
another major challenge is the exact delineation
of the radio-resistant region. Improving
the selection of radio-resistant areas can be
expected from the addition of functional MRI
to PET imaging biomarkers. Trials comparing
MRI to PET imaging risk factors report only
partial overlap,5, 18, 88 however significant
correlations between MRI and PET images
were found as well as correlation of MRI signal
to outcome. For instance, during treatment the
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change in apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC),
a measure of cellularity, is predictive of 2-year
loco-regional control.89 Subesinghe et al.16
investigated early changes in 8 patients with
repeated FDG-PET and MRI , including diffusion
weighted and dynamic contrast enhanced
sequences. Early during treatment, significant
correlations were found between multiple
imaging parameters, both anatomical and
functional. Dirix et al.18 found that lesions where
a locoregional recurrence developed during
follow-up had significantly lower apparent
diffusion coefficients (higher cellularity) on
diffusion weighted MRI during treatment
and a significantly higher initial slope on
baseline dynamic enhanced MRI, representing
plasma flow, than did lesions that remained
controlled. Different functional imaging
modalities are likely to be complimentary and
a combination could provide multi-parametric
tumor assessment with increased accuracy to
define the radio-resistant sub-volume. It is
unknown if the union or overlap of different
imaging modalities might be a better strategy as
compared to a single modality for the purpose of
dose escalation.5 Choosing the overlapping subvolume in a multimodality trial could result in
very small boost volumes, while the union could
make up the majority of the GTV, resulting in a
possible increase in toxicity. The development
of combined PET-MR scanners may facilitate
the use of multi-modality imaging, allowing
acquisition of multiple modalities at one scan
session.
An obstacle in multicenter PET based adaptive
radiotherapy trials will be the standardization
of scan protocols to achieve reproducible SUVs.
Performing PET scans in treatment position
with a thermoplastic mask, shortly before start
of treatment as well as during treatment, will
facilitate spatial reproducibility when assessing
response. Machine sensitivity and differences in
image reconstruction processes can be evaluated
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with phantom measurements to standardize the
calibration factors and SUV conversion factors.
Further investigations are needed to quantify
both baseline variability and intra-treatment
change to optimally incorporate functional
imaging into adaptive treatment strategies.
Similarly, standardized advanced delineation
algorithms are required to accurately and
reproducibly delineate radio-resistant regions.
Developments in radiotherapy techniques
and
treatment
delivery
will
facilitate
inhomogeneous treatment planning to achieve
high precision dose distributions and delivery.
Proton therapy for instance has different beam
characteristics allowing highly conformal dose
distributions with reduced dose outside target
volumes compared to photons in planning
comparative studies.90 Clinical data is expected
from an ongoing randomized trial comparing
intensity modulated proton therapy to intensity
modulated photon therapy in oropharyngeal
tumors.91 Proton treatments, however, are more
sensitive to uncertainties such as setup errors
and range uncertainties, i.e. due to density
changes along the beam path.92 Currently,
robust optimization of proton treatment plans is
being developed to facilitate accurate delivery of
high precision proton treatment plans. Another
upcoming treatment technique improving
treatment deliver accuracy is the integration
of MRI into radiotherapy machines. Improved
image quality during treatment allows daily
adaptation to anatomical changes to reduce
setup errors. Moreover, it is expected that
functional imaging will be implemented to allow
in-room response monitoring during treatment
in the future.93

Conclusions
Biological PET-guided adaptive radiotherapy
for dose escalation on radio-resistant tumor
in head and neck cancer is promising to
improve outcome. Based on this review, the
most attractive strategy is to select patients
with radio-resistant sub-volumes in the
second week of treatment. Whether a second
adaptation is useful, for instance in the fourth
week of treatment, is questionable, especially
since PET signals are weak around this time.
Patient selection tools are divers and hypoxia,
proliferation or metabolism could all be used
in combination with tumor characteristics in
multi-parametric predictive models. Based on
signal stability, recurrence data and clinical
applicability, FDG-PET seems most appropriate
to guide target selection for dose escalation.
Currently, delineation of the 50% isocontour
of SUVmax is frequently used, although advanced
automatic algorithms are more robust especially
for small volumes or diffusely dispersed
volumes. The presence of peri-tumoral
inflammation may remain a problem in the later
weeks of treatment, in case a second adaptive
timepoint is applied. Dose painting by numbers
can be applied to achieve focal dose escalation
in a small volume, with a gradual decrease based
on PET intensity to prevent increased doses
to organs at risk. With this biological adaptive
strategy, treatment can be individualized based
on response in the early phase of radiotherapy.
Whether this results in improved local control,
survival parameters or toxicity profiles remains
unclear, and will require prospective clinical
trials before biological adaptive radiotherapy
can be applied in clinical practice.
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